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Introduction

This guide is designed to assist academic 
designers/developers in their efforts to provide 

evidence of their work, reflect on, evaluate and 
improve its quality and effectiveness, and seek 
promotion and further career opportunities. 
Perhaps it can also add shape to the 
professional identity of academic designers/
developers in Australian universities, and 
contribute to discussion and debate about their 
professionalisation issues.

The information in this guide comes directly 
from the generous contributions of fourteen 
participants in a research project funded by 
ACODE (Australian Council on Open, Distance and 
E-Learning) in 2005–2006. The participants, all 
academics, are employed in fourteen Australian 
universities and have the same diverse mix of 
job titles, roles and responsibilities, backgrounds, 
career paths and research interests that is typical 
for this professional group. 

During the course of the interviews, participants 
described a range of challenges in providing 
evidence of some aspects of their work, and 
for the promotion process in particular. Many 
of these challenges are unique to academic 
designers/developers, and are closely linked to 
the type of work we do, with whom we do it, and 
the institutional contexts within which we work.
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The participants were not only generous 
with their time during the interviews, but 
also in offering to the project their portfolios, 
promotion applications, performance reviews 
and other documents. It is from their rich data 
that the information in this guide has been 
drawn. Wherever possible, quotations from the 
participants are scattered through the guide so 
that we hear the authentic voice of experience. 

The guide provides an opportunity to showcase 
best portfolio practice from around Australia and 
aims to contribute to the sector the following:

• ways in which we can produce evidence 
and therefore describe what we do

• ways we can use that evidence for 
formative purposes, that is to reflect and 
improve on our professional practice

• ways we can use that evidence for 
summative purposes that is, to improve 
the quality of performance reviews, job 
applications, promotion applications, 
and grant and award applications.

The project gratefully acknowledges the 
following contributors to this guide: 

ACODE,

the research participants, 

the Teaching and Learning Centre at 
Southern Cross University.

Particular acknowledgement is made to the 
following participants who have given per-
mission for extracts from their portfolios and/or 
promotions applications to be included in this 
guide:

Dr Gerlese Åkerlind
 Senior Lecturer, Centre for Educational Development 

and Academic Methods, Australian National University

Dr Christine Brown
 Senior Lecturer, Centre for Educational Development 

and Interactive Resources, University of Wollongong

Dr Maree Gosper
 Senior Lecturer in Academic Development (eLearning), 

Centre for Professional Development, Macquarie 
University

Dr Gregor Kennedy
 Head, Biomedical Multimedia Unit 

University of Melbourne

Dr Coralie McCormack
 Senior Lecturer, Centre for the Enhancement of 

Learning, Teaching and Scholarship, University of 
Canberra

Ms Caroline Steel
 Lecturer in Higher Education, Teaching Education 

Development Institue, University of Queensland.

Jenny Bird
Educational Designer

Teaching and Learning Centre
Southern Cross University

October 2006
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About portfolios
The term portfolio means different things to 
different people, and is confusing to many. Seldin 
(2000:2) says that ‘no recipe exists for preparing 
a portfolio’. This is true, and makes writing about 
portfolios difficult. The concept of a portfolio can 
be abstract and nebulous, describing both a 
process and a product, or products. For others it is 
quite straightforward, driven by centralised and 
systematic institutional processes and templates. 

Perhaps the most important distinction to make 
at the outset is that portfolios can be for either 
formative or summative purposes, or both. Bunker 
and Leggett (2004) found in their study that 
teaching academics were confused about what a 
teaching portfolio is, and attributed this confusion 
to a ‘lack of clarity in the higher education 
literature, which does not differentiate between 
portfolios for formative reflection and feedback 
and those for summative assessment’ (99).

Types of portfolios
There are three main types of portfolios that 
academic designers/developers develop: the 
formative, summative, and combination. 

1. Formative portfolios—as a reflective 
learning tool for personal and 
professional development, and 
performance management

Well I think the main reason for me, 
because promotion only comes up once 
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in a blue moon [is] to understand myself … to 
reflect on where I have been, where I am, and 
where I want to go, and maybe to do that in a 
more systematic way than just sort of sitting 
under a tree and doing it. I guess I have a 
number of aims, principles, which guide how 
I work, and I want to check in regularly with 
myself to see if I am achieving those things. 
What achievements I have actually made, 
and what things I didn’t feel I did so well on, 
and how I can improve on those and so on. 
So it’s that sort of strengths and weaknesses 
analysis, but putting it within the context of … 
myself as an academic staff developer, what 
the picture of me is.

I am primarily interested in it for im-
provement. I guess partly because I am 
relatively new in this game and I have 

moved around in the general area … over 
the last eight years, so it’s a case of trying to 
site myself and work out … what is the best 
approach to take in different circumstances. 
So I am interested in finding out what 
works and what doesn’t so that I have got 
a repertoire of things that when I am faced 
with a new situation that I have reflected on 
what I have done in the past and had some 
feedback … for example, in the facilitation 
work I have done I can see the changes in the 
way the role that I take has moved through 
each project, and I can see the growth in it 
and … where it has expanded and where it’s 
contracted.

For me I guess it’s just been an automatic 
part of how I view learning, and learning 
is always you in a point of transition. It’s 

an active movement to somewhere and in 

order to work out where you want to move 
to, you have to understand where you came 
from.

2. Summative portfolios—for recording work 
done for promotion, job applications, 
awards, grants, marketing and so on

… the main reason for doing is for my 
performance review each year. I have 
to front up to that and go through the 
performance development framework 

and provide evidence to my supervisors 
on what I have been achieving, particular 
outcomes and objectives, what I have been 
doing and what I have been allocating my 
time to.

I had it to support applications for job 
interviews. So that’s why I developed it, 
to provide the evidence, the claims I was 

making against the selection criteria.

 3. Combination portfolios

Well I gather evidence for two basic 
purposes. One is strategic so that I can 
use it when I need it, and the other 

is developmental, so that I can use it for 
improvement. Sometimes they are one and 
the same items that I look at differently, and 
sometimes they are not.

Well, I gather evidence as a record of 
what I am doing and I suppose it’s the 
performance management aspect of it 

as well. And also, I just do it … the evidence 
I get informs programs. It’s sort of like critical 
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reflection and development of my own work. 
And also there’s a sort of satisfaction in 
collecting, you know, if people send a thank 
you, and you’ve made a difference etc. I just 
file them away; I never look at them again, 
but it’s sort of like personal satisfaction as 
well.

Teaching portfolios versus designer/
developer portfolios
The work of designer/developers is unlike the 
work of academic teachers. For the purposes 
of portfolio development (and this guide) there 
are two main differences. First, it is not always 
clear what ‘teaching’ is for designer/developers; 
similarly so the distinction between ‘teaching’ 
and ‘service’. Second, it seems that designers/
developers can and should draw close links 
between their research activities and their 
teaching activities, given that most are engaged 
in educational research/scholarship of teaching. 

This guide does not favour one conception 
of a portfolio. Rather it describes and shows 
examples of the types of portfolios described in 
the interviews with participants, and exemplified 
in their promotion documents.

Collecting evidence
Portfolios are built by systematically collecting 
artefacts that demonstrate what you do over 
sustained periods, how well you do it, and how 
you use evidence to improve your practice over 
time. One way of looking at this collection of 
evidence is to see it as raw data about your own 
professional practice—to be analysed, reflected 
upon, sifted, sorted, selected, and showcased for 
different audiences, at different times, for different 
purposes.

Here is how some designers/developers 
describe their repositories of evidence:

I have a folder, which has the odd bit that 
that isn’t electronic, but almost everything 
I have is electronic.

The bottom drawer. It is literally the 
bottom drawer.

I always talk about a bucket or a box 
of evidence, collect everything as you 
go, and that’s just me being a collection 

junkie because you never know what you 
might want to pull together for a particular 
target audience.

What I do is each year I start up a folder 
which I keep on my desk, and that folder 
has lots of those plastic sleeves in it, and 

as anything flies, any opportunity arises, 
something flies by me or I make some notes 
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after talking to someone or something it 
goes in that folder. During the year I just 
plonk it in there, and at the end of the year I 
take time to kind of systematically organise 
it, under the kind of teaching/ research/ 
community service … headings that I would 
expect to be using in a promotion or a grant 
application. But other than that, I don’t do 
anything formal with it. I actually want to sit 
down and use it to reflect.

Types of evidence
The evidence that designers/developers collect 
can be described in any or all of the following 
ways:

• formative and summative

• quantitative and qualitative

• descriptive, evaluative, and reflective

• products and processes.

Collection methods
Designers/developers use a number of processes 
to collect evidence of their work. These include:

• systematic quantitative and/or 
descriptive data collection of frequency 
and type of activities

• systematic collection of evaluative 
stakeholder feedback instigated by 
the centre or unit in which designers/
developers work

• systematic collection of evaluative 
stakeholder feedback instigated by 
individual designers/developers 

• evidence-driven by institutional folio 
template requirements for performance 
appraisal and review processes 

• collecting unsolicited feedback from a 
variety of stakeholders

• keeping document trails highlighting 
longitudinal contributions to projects, 
committees, working parties, and so on

• keeping work diaries, personal 
reflections, and other self-evaluative 
documentation

• keeping showcase examples of work.

Whose opinions of your 
work matter?
Designers/developers look to a range of stake-
holders to provide evidence and feedback of 
their work. These include:

• individual academics 
• academics who participate in 

professional development seminars/
workshops, courses

• other designer/developers both within 
and external to the centre/unit

• staff in other sections of the 
organisation, both academic and 
general

• fellow members from committees/
working parties

• management 

• heads of schools, associate deans of 
T & L etc.
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• editors/reviewers of journals/
conference papers

• referees from past job applications 

• professional associations

• industry contacts

• external community service contacts

• family members.

Examples of evidence
The table on the following pages shows the 
types of evidence that academic designers/
developers typically collect.

Type of evidence Example
Teaching
Descriptive data of activities 
by type, frequency, and role

* Number and type of one-on-one consultancies, 
workshops, seminars, projects.

* An up-to-date CV
Institutional and unit/centre 
quantitative data

* Growth in numbers of units/students in  
WebCT/BlackBoard

* Hit rates on websites, resources, etc.
Evaluative evidence from 
stakeholders—formal

* Participant evaluations from staff development 
workshops/seminars—quantitative and qualitative

* Standard ‘student’ evaluations from Graduate 
Certificates or other award courses—quantitative 
and qualitative

* Educational Design feedback form—see Appendix 
for a good example from the University of 
Queensland

* Course and unit review data
Peer review * Peer review of teaching

* Peer review of teaching and learning materials

* Peer review of student assessment strategies
Official recognition—external * Awards 

* Industry seminars—invitations to speak, industry 
reps using examples of your work for showcasing 
purposes

* Invitations to do things at other universities e.g. 
talks, committee work

Official recognition—internal * Internal awards commendations

* Fellowships and grants

* Extracts from minutes commending work done
Evidence from stakeholders—
unsolicited

* Letters and e-mails of acknowledgement from 
individual staff, chairpersons of committees/
working parties, letters of impact ➥
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Type of evidence Example
Teaching (cont.)
Record keeping—document 
trails

* Highlighting sections of documents to which you 
can directly attribute your own work e.g. minutes 
of meetings

* Keeping longitudinal or cross-sectional samples 
of curriculum or other project documents to show 
development and your contribution

* Evaluation reports on the completion of a project

* Short reports after consultations:

 ‘Every time I have a consultation, I write down a 
one paragraph summary and I put it in my annual 
folder’

* Implementation reports

* Curriculum documents, maps, accreditation 
documents:

 ‘When I am preparing the next iteration I look at 
the feedback and I provide a sort of summary 
report … it’s part of my planning so they are 
working documents, but I think they can be used 
as evidence. I might put in, for example, a one 
page review of the course, and the improvements I 
made the next time.’

Evidence of processes * Showing how you use any of the above evidence 
to improve your practice:

 ‘I guess what I tend to collect is evidence of good 
processes so I might claim that I don’t just do the 
happy sheets, but I follow up with an e-mail where 
I revisit the learning outcomes from the one day 
workshop three months down the track with the 
sessional staff, say, and I put in an example of that 
into my portfolio.’

Personal reflections * Short pieces of reflective writing for personal/
professional development use only:

 ‘I follow the process of select, describe, reflect, 
project. So I select, I describe, I reflect and then I 
say OK if I was to do this differently next time, I 
would change this. So its like an action learning 
cycle.’

Resources produced * Samples of screen dumps from multimedia 
resources

* Samples of print resources

Type of evidence Example
Research

* List of publications: refereed and unrefereed 
journals, conference papers, book chapters, books, 
book reviews

* Invitations to review/referee conference papers 
and journal articles

* Invitations to present at conferences

* Refereed journal publications

* Research grants—number and amount of money

* Reports and feedback from reviewers/referees

* Best paper awards/ outstanding paper awards at 
conferences

* Requests to sit on award committees

* Requests from colleagues to use publications

* Mock RQF reports

* Doctoral research

* Requests to sit on editorial boards

Community service
External * Service to the wider community:

* Board membership of community organisations

* Consultancies

* Service to the discipline:

* Executive membership of professional 
associations, peak bodies, conference organising 
committees

* Mentoring roles
Internal * Institutional reports

* Institutional evaluations

* Reviews

* Committees/working parties

* Managerial work—planning, administration

* Policy development

* Strategic planning

➥
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and then I have digital copies of the stuff 
that I really want to use. I then go into my 
website and I just dump it into there into the 
Dreamweaver files and I decide when I go 
to use it. It’s all there. And then I write it up. I 
have a structure, in which I have information 
about myself, my educational background. 
I have links to the doctoral study that I am 
doing. And I have got a little website … that 
all doctoral students have so I make a link 
to that, I link to where I live. So it’s a portfolio 
that has a bit about me, I don’t tell them 
what star sign I am or anything like that, but 
I then go into my background in other lives 
that I have led, and then I have an academic 
section, academic developer section. What I 
have done there is I have taken the areas at 
[my University] and I use those as headings. 
We obviously have got research, teaching, 
we still have governance, we have service 
and we have community engagement. I have 
just scanned a lot of stuff from my previous 
employer, and I am highly selective about 
what I put into that.

Sorting by activity

I group my files not by evidence but 
primarily by activity; the evidence goes 
in with that. But the other reasons I keep 

them together is more formative… I have all 
the material together, so the next time I design 
something, for instance, and I look at how I 
did it last time I have got all the feedback 
there as well, and it’s all being reread at the 
same time. And formative purposes is what I 
am primarily going to be using feedback for, 
but I make sure the other is there in case I 
need it for other purposes.

Developing a portfolio from 
your raw evidence
Moving beyond the concept of a ‘working’ 
portfolio as an unsorted, unanalysed collection 
of raw evidence, which might sit in a folder, a 
box or a drawer in a filing cabinet, there are two 
different approaches to developing a portfolio: 
dynamic process portfolios, and static portfolios 
for specific purposes.

Dynamic process portfolios (formative 
and potentially summative)
Some people maintain a structured portfolio 
containing selections of evidence for formative 
purposes like reflection and professional 
development, but also with an eye to their 
usefulness for summative purposes in the future. 
The structure may broadly conform to institutional 
promotional criteria or the ‘big three’: teaching, 
research, and service, or may be organised by 
activity or thematically.

I have an organised system of gathering 
data so anything that comes my way, 
(because my portfolio is already 

organised) I just pop it into the relevant 
binder and let it sit there until … I go to 
look at it and think: Should I be using this? 
I don’t use everything, I reject stuff but I 
never throw it out. But I sort and sift. In the 
main it’s electronic but there would be some 
stuff that would still be on paper… I have 
it all gathered into binders, and then it’s 
from those binders I sit and look and read 
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Sorting by theme

Well, first of all I would go through the e-
mails and look … I do a thematic analysis 
of what they are saying about me and 

pull out the themes. I would then look for 
evidence of those themes from other places. 
So, for example, my evaluation report for 
one of the units that I put in the grad cert, 
I would look for those themes, are they 
coming out and what students are saying 
about my teaching in that area? If I have 
had a peer observe my teaching, are those 
same sorts of things coming out, so are they 
saying I am passionate about supervision, or 
I am passionate about leisure, or whatever 
it is? So I will look for the commonalities 
across various sources. And then I would 
relate that back to my teaching philosophy 
and my set of principles, if you like, that 
guide how I work. So how is the evidence 
from these multiple sources (just one of 
which is unsolicited comment) how does that 
support the wide evidence [of] the way I see 
the principles and the things that I want to 
achieve as an academic staff developer, 
my goals and objectives? … I’m kind of a 
tables person, so I would do a table that 
has goals and objectives in one column, 
and then I would do a number of columns 
which would have the themes from the each 
of the sources of evidence and examples 
from each of those sources, which might be 
for example, from be from an unsolicited e-
mail, might be a quote, but it might be the 
summary of responses to questions from a 
student feedback questionnaire. It might be 
a quote from an evaluation report a peer 
has done when they have observed my 
teaching or whatever. But this table wouldn’t 

actually get to the application; it might not 
go in all together, so I might be using some 
of it for teaching, some of it for community 
service, for example. The next step, the meta 
step, is that from the table I’ve pulled out 
what are my strengths and what actions do 
I undertake and then I align those with my 
unit, with my division of the University Plan.

Portfolios as action learning
People who regularly maintain portfolios tend 
to describe the process as similar to an action 
learning cycle, where they themselves, and their 
work, are the subjects of ongoing investigation. 

I follow the process of select, describe, 
reflect, and project. That’s four steps. So 
I select, I describe, I reflect and then I say 

ok if I was to do this differently next time or 
in another iteration, I would change this. So 
it’s like an action learning cycle. I am trying to 
shape it according to promotion criteria: there 
are certain criteria within each category and 
I have loosely coupled those together. So I 
look at those areas, and I look at what I can 
actually show against each of those areas. 
And so then, based on what I think that criteria 
is asking for, I make a selection, I explain why 
I have selected it, what this shows about 
my work, if it’s educational leadership, why I 
think it is this, what it shows, what I did, what 
I would do differently next time. Then the 
reflections become an artefact themselves 
to draw on for some other purpose. So if I 
was going for a research grant, I could go 
through that if I had a really good portfolio 
of my research built up and my reflections. I 
could look at… a little Teaching and Learning 
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project I had, what I did, what I would have 
done differently. It all helps. Sometimes I don’t 
make a reflection, I just have those things 
there, because this portfolio is something I 
will draw on, I can make it shorter and I can 
expand it. But unless you get it out there, you 
don’t know what you have got.

Static portfolios for specific purposes 
(summative)
Others do not ‘dip into’ their raw evidence unless 
they have a specific summative purpose in 
mind, such as an application for a new position, 
a promotion, a grant, or an award. This type 
of portfolio is created to meet specific criteria, 
and requires the strategic presentation of 
claims, supported by a well-organised body of 
evidence. Some people conceive of their portfolio 
as the supporting evidence to an application 
for promotion, grant, or award, whilst others 
conceive of their portfolio as both the application 
itself and the supporting evidence. 

So, I have my body of evidence, if you 
like, my file, my evidence, … and then 
from that I create portfolios. And each 

portfolio is different depending on what its 
aim is for. So I don’t have a portfolio…. what 
I can give you is a number of portfolios. I can 
give you like a static example of a portfolio 
as it was completed for a particular purpose 
at a particular time. So that means I don’t 
go around updating my portfolio because I 
never know the next time I am asked for one. 
I don’t know what the purpose will be, so I 
create it afresh each time. So all I update is 
the body of collections.

Because we are essentially talking 
about competitive processes, once you 
get up to this level, you move from the 

self reflection, the personal/professional 
development kind of purpose, once you move 
out into audience, then they are competitions. 
So you are starting to talk about spin, and 
strategic and perception management, and 
the way that you are presenting yourself, 
and that’s where you start to also get to 
that higher level of writing, where you are 
putting forward a case. And it’s unabashed 
because that’s the nature of the game, 
whatever that game is. And the thing is that 
you build confidence to do that on the body 
of evidence. It’s the body of evidence that 
gives you the confidence. It’s the difference 
between making a claim to something and 
being able to show people the work.

These portfolios are highly individual. No two 
portfolios are the same, even when from the 
same author. Factors that influence the structure 
and content of summative portfolios are:

1. the purpose and audience for which the 
portfolio is being prepared

2. the criteria against which the portfolio is 
to be judged

3. the particular requirements and 
constraints on the portfolio, such as 
templates, length, and so on

4. your own identified strengths

5. your claims and arguments

6. your own style of writing.
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What comes closest to a portfolio was 
supporting documentation for the pro-
motion; it wasn’t the core promotion 

application. I think I only had four pages for 
my whole application [covering] teaching, 
research. In my first application I produced 
a whole two-inch wide folder of stuff. You 
could write as much as you wanted to. In the 
second one, I was limited to five pages and 
then attachments. So I created a portfolio 
as an attachment if you like, but of course I 
included other stuff.

For promotion at my University we 
are required to write a ten page 
statement against particular headings, 
and then we can attach evidence in 

support of those claims but there is a limit 
to the number of pages. I have got my 2003 
Senior Lecturer Portfolio (I call it a portfolio, 
the university doesn’t call it a portfolio) 
application in front of me. And so I had a 
ten page written application supported by 
20 pages of evidence, so you have got a 
limit to what you put in, you have to be very 
strategic about what you put in. So, a lot of 
that unsolicited stuff doesn’t go in there. It 
might help me form ideas, for example, on 
grounds of what my strengths might be, but 
I would look for other ways of putting in the 
evidence in the portfolio for that strength, I 
wouldn’t put in … e-mails or even a list of e-
mails from people or anything like that.

Structuring a summative portfolio and estab-
lishing the relationship between the application 
and the supporting evidence and perhaps the 
Curriculum Vitae is a complex task, requiring:

• a close examination of the requirements 
and criteria for the application

• a thorough analysis of your evidence

• strategic choices about what evidence 
to include

• strong arguments for your claims and 

• tight and transparent links between 
your claims and the evidence for those 
claims.
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Preparing a promotion 
application
As we know from previous studies (see for 
example Bird, 2004), the roles and responsibilities 
of academic designers/developers vary from 
institution to institution and even within institutions. 
While some roles and responsibilities overlap 
with the work of mainstream academic teachers 
and researchers, much of what we do is different. 
Some of these areas of work pose particular 
problems for academic designers/developers 
gathering evidence about their work. As a 
result, designers/developers employed under 
academic awards face unique challenges in the 
academic promotion process.

Institutions vary in the type of evidence they 
require in support of academic promotions 
applications, but generally they require evi-
dence of:

• teaching (such as curriculum design, 
student evaluations, peer reviews of 
teaching) and evidence of reflective 
practice and continuous improvement 
based on various forms of feedback 
(usually in the form of a teaching 
portfolio)

• research (such as research projects, 
grants, fellowships, awards, publications, 
research leadership)

• service (such as membership on 
university committees, mentorship, 

editorial roles, conference organisation, 
executive membership of professional 
associations, advisory roles to regional 
community organisations, industry, other 
educational providers). 

Designers/developers have different, and some-
times limited, opportunities to achieve these 
criteria. They may not teach at all, they must 
argue equivalence for other responsibilities, 
and they may not have opportunities to engage 
sufficiently in research, leadership, and service 
that are afforded other academics.

Problems providing evidence
Similarly they face difficulties identifying and 
accessing sources of evidence to support 
applications for promotion. Designers/de-
velopers work with different stakeholders 
from those of teaching academics. In addition, 
the absence of student feedback as a source 
of evidence creates a considerable gap in the 
development of portfolios. As one participant 
said:

It’s very difficult because it [promotion 
template] is very much designed for 
a sort of a normal academic position, 

we have to explain ourselves through the 
document, explain what the nature of our 
work is and how it relates to that area of 
the folio. It’s more difficult for us to evidence 
our performance, particularly in teaching and 
I guess… it seems to me a much larger task 
because we have to do so much explaining 
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and trying to convey to people what it is you 
do and even justify why you should be an 
academic.

And you do feel that in your portfolio 
you have to do more explaining, more 
justifying than the academic teacher, the 

mainstream academic teacher in the room 
next door who is also going for a senior 
lectureship.

Apart from these particular challenges, design-
ers/developers face the same challenges as 
all academics when constructing a promotion 
application: What to focus on? How to link to 
evidence? What voice or style to write in?

This section aims to address some of these 
challenges with practical ideas and examples.

Some general tips
Identify your strengths
The best way to do this is to analyse your 
collection of raw evidence—or your portfolio 
if you have one—in relation to the criteria and 
standards in your university’s promotions policy. 
People who maintain their portfolios as a 
formative professional development tool, and 
who regularly reflect upon and analyse their 
evidence, are in a good position to identify their 
strengths and back up their claims with multiple 
sources of evidence. 

Portfolio extract 1

In all the work I do, particularly in my teaching, 
consultative work and service, I adopt 
an evidence-based scholarly approach. 
Because of this, I have chosen to address 
the information required for my application 
to Senior Lecturer in the order of research 
and scholarship, followed by teaching, then 
service.

Portfolio extract 2

Following are examples of my advanced 
teaching practice and peer and independent 
recognition of the significance of this practice 
… I have nominated ‘Innovative and Creative 
Teaching Methods’ and ‘Research and 
Scholarship in Teaching and Learning’ as 
the two most significant indicators of my 
teaching and learning performance.

Consider your institutional context
Many university promotion policies require the 
applicant to make a strategic decision about 
the category, criteria, and/or standard of 
achievement around which they would like to 
build their case for promotion. There are two 
main considerations in making this decision: 
understanding the institutional context in which 
you work, and knowing your own strengths.

In our institution you are asked to 
nominate what of the three you want to 
be judged on. And we talked a long time, 

me and my boss, about what’s strategically 
the best one, and we went for research. It’s 
partly the nature of our unit and it’s very 
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much the nature of the university that I am 
in, which is a G-of-Eight research-oriented 
university, where really to get ahead in the 
university, even though the statutes say that 
you can go on any of the criteria, the word 
on the ground is that the chances of getting 
promoted on good research are greater. 
Teaching is coming up there you would have 
to say.

Use the language of the criteria
As we have seen evidence comes in many forms 
and from many sources and must be thoroughly 
analysed in order to extract the meaningful 
themes and claims that you will need in a 
promotion application. Many people sift and 
sort their evidence or their formative portfolios 
by activity or by theme, and are then faced 
with the challenge of massaging their material 
to conform with, or answer, the criteria in the 
promotion application. 

My themes are defined by me and 
then I use wording to reflect then I try 
to integrate it, and I pay attention to 

the wording. So although the categories I 
created were mine, I made my wording as 
close to their wording as possible in the 
headings. I would never personally talk 
about quality assurance and enhancement 
for instance, or research-based innovation 
curriculum design.

We are required by the promotions 
committee to work in those three 
headings. What exact sub-headings you 

might have under those, there are some 

ideas given in the promotion policy but 
people variously stick to those or don’t stick 
to those at their own peril.

What you really need to go with are the 
criteria you are addressing, that is the 
limitations that are set on the form the 

portfolio can take, and how creatively you 
work around those limitations.

Link your goals to the goals of your centre 
and your university

One table I have in front of me now 
has columns that talk about [our unit’s] 
strategic plan, the objectives from that, 

and then I have got a column that are my 
personal learning and teaching strategies 
and action, then I have a column that relates 
those to the university teaching and learning 
strategies and the university research 
training and management strategies. So 
I’ve pulled out what are my strengths and 
what actions do I undertake and aligned 
those with my unit, with my division of the 
university plan.

Foreground the scholarship of teaching
Unlike most academics, academic designers/
developers typically engage in research related 
to teaching and learning in higher education. This 
creates an opportunity to put forward a strong 
argument with regard to the scholarship of 
teaching and the relationship between research 
and practice.
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Portfolio extract:  
Arguing the teaching/research nexus

My role is to provide academic leadership in 
the area of educational technology research 
and development … . Specifically this involves 
conducting educational technology research 
and evaluation, developing technology-
based teaching and learning materials, 
and assisting with staff development in 
the area of educational technology. These 
activities are clearly not mutually exclusive. 
My contribution to teaching often forms the 
focus of my research activities. Thus it is 
difficult to separate the three primary criteria 
that need to be addressed in this argued 
case for promotion. While I will address 
three primary criteria separately, I draw the 
panel’s attention to this at the outset.

Be strategic about what you put where
A common dilemma for academic designers/
developers when preparing a promotion 
application is deciding which activities to put 
in the ‘service’ or ‘governance’ sections of the 
portfolio and which activities to put in the 
‘teaching’ section. 

What I tried really hard to do was to make 
what we do in academic development 
look like teaching to an ordinary academic. 

People would say, gee, you are not doing much 
teaching. But when you add the workshops 
and the consultations, well I always write 
up the consultations as teaching. So a lot of 
what we do in the university you can describe 
as service or as teaching but I describe it as 
teaching primarily.

We don’t get much of … governance, it’s 
there and I’m not saying I don’t do it but I 
don’t do a lot of it. So, if I am going for a 

Senior Lecturer, I am not putting my eggs into 
a governance basket; they are going to go 
into other baskets.

Portfolio extract:  
Teaching versus research versus service

As an academic staff developer … I provide 
leadership and support for the enhancement 
of learning, teaching and scholarship across 
the university. This means that many aspects 
of my academic practice presented in the 
previous two sections of this application 
[teaching and research] could have been 
presented in this section as evidence of my 
contribution to the life of the university. In this 
section I establish a continuing and sustained 
contribution to the university in two specific 
areas: my contribution to policy development 
through committee work and my contribution 
to professional development of academic 
and general staff through formal mentoring 
programs.

Tell an integrated story

It’s all tied within a framework of critical 
reflection. So it starts off with my 
philosophy of teaching. And what I try to 

do in each of those areas that you have to 
address for promotions is build up a story 
or build up the links that relate what I am 
doing and my philosophy in teaching and 
learning and the way I work with people. 
And then how my research informs that, and 
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how my teaching is informed by that and 
also all the professional and organisational 
activities. So, in terms of putting together all 
these artefacts, what I did was frame them 
to show how they all related to each other.

Link the claims in the application to the 
supporting evidence
In most universities the promotion application 
itself is required to be quite short—as little as 
three to four pages in some cases. The application 
itself should be a tightly written, well-argued, 
integrated story that displays your strengths 
and proves your claims by linking regularly to 
evidence. The following example shows the 
author linking her claims to both her CV and to 
her supplementary evidence.

Portfolio extract

Sustaining my service and leadership 
roles is a firm base of research, scholarly 
and professional activities. Teaching as a 
scholarly endeavour is inseparable from 
research. My research informs and feeds 
directly into my teaching and my teaching 
informs and directs my research. Both 
are guided by a learning and teaching 
framework constructed around conceptions 
of knowledge and teaching; goals, objectives 
and strategies which I align with those of 
relevant University Tactical Plans; and a 
statement of learning and teaching principles 
(Tabs 1.1–1.4, pp. 1–4). Regular interaction with 
my network of academic staff developers, 
with colleagues in professional association 
meetings (CV p. 1) and with international 

peers during conferences ensures my work 
is appropriately positioned within the wider 
higher education context. To ensure my work 
as an academic staff developer is forward 
looking I develop action plans (Tab 2.3, p. 19) 
based on on-going evaluation and reflection 
on my practice (Tabs 2.1 & 2.2, pp. 5–19)

Specific tips on the 
‘teaching’ section
Most promotion policies will require academics 
to:

• articulate their teaching philosophy, 
or at least make some statement or 
reflection about their teaching

• describe their teaching activities

• demonstrate the quality or effectiveness 
of their teaching

• demonstrate how you continuously 
improve your teaching

Explain your teaching philosophy
One of the challenges faced by academic 
designers/developers when applying for 
promotion is finding ways of explaining and 
justifying many of our activities as teaching. 

When an application allows, it can be a good 
idea to clarify up front what activities you 
are classifying as ‘teaching’, in your teaching 
philosophy. Here are two examples: Example 1 
from an Educational Designer, and Example 2 from 
an Academic Developer.
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Portfolio extract 1

As an educational designer, I do not have the 
same teaching duties as other academics. 
My teaching role consists mainly of the 
provision of staff development to fellow 
academics. This staff development role 
includes the provision of workshops, and 
setting up other ‘learning opportunities’ 
for academics that fit in with their heavily 
committed workloads. For example, setting 
up peer and mentor networks, developing 
self-paced resources, and providing one-
on-one advice by appointment. I do a lot of 
teaching preparation for these programs 
including developing support materials 
for workshops, locating relevant learning 
support materials and expertise, designing 
activities, and devising strategies to enrich 
staff and student learning.

My philosophy of education is based on social 
constructivist theory which acknowledges the 
learner as a person who has knowledge 
that can be built upon through their active 
engagement in the learning process. Such 
participation includes collaborative learning 
and the negotiation of knowledge through 
the learning process. I believe that increasingly 
students are engaging in tertiary education in 
order to fulfil long-term career aspirations. This 
means that learning needs to have workplace 
relevance, and workplace attributes need 
to be developed during the course of study 
(such as team work, communication, problem 
solving, critical thinking, ethics, international 
perspectives etc.).

The work I do as an educational designer is 
aimed at enhancing student learning through 
improving the materials and resources 

that support their learning and giving their 
academic teachers the opportunity to gain 
an informed educational position with which 
they can make sound educational choices in 
their delivery.

Portfolio extract 2

Philosophy of teaching and service

As a teacher and consultant I am a facilitator 
of reflective learning that leads to positive 
change. In all my work I attempt to recognise 
the expertise and opinions of others and use 
this as the basis for introducing new ideas 
and practices. When developing teaching 
programs or undertaking consultations I 
ground my advice in an evidence-based 
approach which draws on theoretical 
perspectives, current research and models of 
good practice. I am guided by the following 
beliefs:

• Learning is an effortful process that 
requires meaningful engagement.

• Learning is a process of knowledge 
construction, not absorption.

• It is important that as a foundation for 
learning, students have a well constructed 
knowledge base.

• Learning takes place by doing and the 
adult learner makes use of their prior 
knowledge and expertise to interpret and 
make meaning out of new information 
and to foster links between theory and 
practice.

• People learn best when they: are 
intrinsically motivated; actively engage 
with materials and ideas to explore and 
pursue the things that interest them and 
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are relevant to their work; investigate 
other perspectives and have the 
opportunity to form their own opinions; 
and take a position and apply this to 
their own experience and context.

• People learn and will accommodate 
change in supportive environments that 
are sensitive to individual differences 
and cultural perspectives.

My teaching, as defined in the covering 
discipline profiles statement, is quite 
diverse and covers traditional teaching, 
the development of and teaching in 
training and development programs, and 
individual consultation with university staff 
members. Each of these will be addressed 
in this section. I believe I have succeeded 
when the people I work with display an 
understanding of the issues involved, 
investigate and value other perspectives, 
have the independence to follow through 
on the further development of knowledge 
and skills, develop an enthusiasm for the 
subject being investigated, or recognise and 
support the enthusiasm of others. Because 
I am working with university staff to effect 
change, the evidence of success cannot be 
measured using the more familiar teaching 
evaluation surveys administered by the 
CPD. However, to provide some form of 
independent measure, Dr —— has invited 
comment from university staff that I have 
worked with in a teaching capacity. A copy 
of this report has been attached and will be 
referred to throughout.

Describe what you do and demonstrate 
how well you do it

Portfolio extract 1
For each innovative teaching practice in this 
section I present:

• the teaching context in which the 
practice is located and a description 
of the practice

• how I collect evidence of achievement of 
advanced practice

• evidence of achievement of advanced 
teaching practice.

Portfolio extract 2: 
Educational Designer
Significant Achievements and Development of 
Teaching

 Faculty-wide initiatives
 Distance learning enhancement 

 plan for —— Faculty

 Curriculum development activities

 Collaborative or team teaching

 Responses to student feedback
 Development of flexible delivery 

modules

 Problem-based learning

Formal Teaching Contact (both undergraduate 
and postgraduate)
 University-wide workshops
 Workshops for faculties, schools, and 

departments

 Teaching related to educational design
 New course development and major 

renewal

 Minor renewal
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 Advise on technological enhancement 
only

 Implicit staff development

Supervision

Evaluation(s) of Teaching
 Feedback on educational design work 

2002
 Feedback on educational design work 

2001

External Recognition of Teaching

 Invitation to participate on TAFE panel

Comments/reflections from the staff member 
on their teaching role and practice

Portfolio extract 3: 
Academic Developer

Teaching
Coordination of graduate programs and 
courses
Development support for academic staff
Flexibility in meeting ‘student’ needs
Preparation of stand-alone teaching 
resources
Quality assurance and enhancement
Research-based innovation in curriculum 
design
Teaching effectives and ongoing 
development
Innovations in teaching evaluation
Research supervision
‘Student’ achievements

Demonstrate continuous improvement
Some people include in their promotion appli-
cation evidence of their continuous improvement 
processes. The decision to include this type of 

evidence will be informed by your institutional 
context, your institution’s promotion policies, 
procedures, and application guidelines, and the 
degree to which you have, over time, collected 
evidence of your reflective practice.

Portfolio extract 1

I am a reflective practitioner who is keen to 
act on feedback. One of the core strategies I 
use to maintain awareness of my habits and 
their impact on others is a work diary. I have 
developed my own electronic version and 
can tailor it as new activities emerge.

After reading and reflecting on the entries 
in this diary and scrolling through the body 
of e-mails from academics I would like to 
discuss:
• how I gain feedback on my teaching 

activities
• issues I have to work on
• ways I have attempted to address some 

of these issues.

A sample: Learning design projects

Feedback: Unless the academics I work with 
are happy to run some evaluation of an 
innovation (whether involving technology 
or a change in assessment task design), I 
gain no feedback from the ultimate users—
students. What I gain mostly is feedback 
from academics in relation to the quality of 
my advice in the learning design process.

Issues: I need to make sure I send clear notes 
soon after meetings so the project team can 
maintain a clear focus on what we are doing. 
I also need to give plenty of opportunities for 
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staff to revise plans prior to any production. 
I am not getting enough feedback after 
implementation of many projects.

Ways I have addressed issues: In —— in 2003 
I employed a client liaison officer to take 
meeting minutes and organise meetings to 
maintain a clear communication channel. On 
the second point, it is important for other staff 
to question academics post-implementation 
to gain the most honest response.

Peer reviewers who may offer insights: Y

Portfolio extract 2

My journey as a learner/teacher/researcher 
over the years 1995–2003 has highlighted 
the following strengths—aspects of my 
teaching which exist, not as complete and 
known, but always in the process of coming 
to know. Strengths are also simultaneously 
opportunities for ongoing growth in 
understanding and practice.

Open to the moment: flexible and 
responsive to student needs
 beginning teaching
 progress along the way
 at the moment

Create a supportive learning environment
 beginning teaching
 progress along the way
 at the moment

Give constructive and supportive feedback
 etc.

Encourage student reflection
 etc.

Link theory and practice
 etc.

Group facilitation skills
 etc.

Specific tips on the 
‘research’ section
Academics take different approaches to 
describing and evidencing their publications 
and research-related activities—again, largely 
influenced by the particular institution’s policies 
and guidelines for promotion applications. For 
some a list of publications, research projects, and 
grants is all that is required. In addition to the 
lists, others write in prose about their research 
activity, describing it by theme or by project. 
The headings in Example 1 provide a thorough 
checklist for all research-related activity which 
needs to be covered in this section. Example 2 
shows a descriptive passage introducing major 
research themes. Example 3 shows the opening 
paragraph to this section where the author puts 
forward a strong argument for excellence in 
research.

Portfolio extract 1: 
Institutional template for 
Research section of a portfolio

Folio 3 Research and Original Achievement—1

A. Summary of research activity

(1) Major research themes and progress
 academic teacher beliefs and 

 web technologies
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 leadership for quality teaching, 
 learning, and technology 
 innovation

 problem- and case-based 
 learning approaches using 
 web technologies

(2) Major research developments, 
 achievements and outcomes

 list journal articles
 list conference papers—refereed/ 

 unrefereed

Folio 3 Research and Original Achievement—2

(3) other research quality and impact 
 measures

 editorial boards for conferences

(4) research collaborations

Folio 3 Research and Original Achievement—3

B. Research grants and contracts

(1) current

(2) completed

Folio 3 Research and Original Achievement—4

(3) submitted or planned grants and 
projects

(4) other attempts to gain funding

Folio 3 Research and Original Achievement—5

C. Bibliographic record

(1) refereed publications including 
accepted/in press

(2) non-refereed publications and 
original contributions including 
accepted/in press

(3) submitted for publication

(4) further information on publications

Portfolio extract 2: 
Introduction to research themes

My research and interests over the past eight 
years have been focused on the effective 
use and the impact of information and 
communication technologies on teaching and 
learning. More specifically my interests have 
been in two areas:

1. the impact of technology and flexible 
and online approaches to teaching on 
students, teachers, and institutional 
policies and practices

2. the most effective way of integrating 
information and communications tech-
nology into the curriculum

(NB: Four pages follow which describe fully 
the research projects, her role, the outcomes 
and the significance of the projects)

Portfolio extract 3: 
Arguing excellence

I have made an excellent contribution to 
research and scholarship at the University 
of ——. My contributions in the areas of 
educational psychology, educational tech-
nology research and evaluation, and 
educational design have been recognised 
by my peers. I have produced 31 refereed 
publications since my appointment in 1998, 
averaging over five refereed publications 
per year. These publications represent 
substantial pieces of work, rarely amounting 
to less than ten pages. My publication list 
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includes two book chapters … [1,2], twelve 
refereed journal articles including publications 
in high impact, internationally recognised 
journals (e.g. …[6],[14],[12]) and 17 refereed 
conference papers. I was the lead editor 
of two volumes of conference proceedings 
that comprise over 100 pages [32,33] and I 
have published two interactive CD-ROMs 
[34,35]. On two occasions written pieces of 
my work have been awarded ‘best paper’ 
at one of Australasia’s premier educational 
technology conferences (ASCILITE) [17,29]. My 
top five publications [4,8,12,13,14] are outlined 
in detail within the argued case below.

Specific tips on the ‘service’ section
The service section of a promotions application 
variously includes:

• service to the university/governance/
administration

• external service/service to the discipline

• consultancies and other outside work.

We have discussed already some of the issues 
about service which are particular to designers/
developers, and the need to make strategic 
decisions about what to call ‘service’ and what to 
call ‘teaching’. Typically people list and describe 
their service activities under headings (see 
Example 1). Others identify themes in their service 
to the university and take a more evaluative 
approach by weaving in the commentary quotes 
from stakeholders (see Example 2).

Portfolio extract 1 

Administration
 Program coordination
 Course coordination
 Membership of university committees
 Staff supervision
 Staff mentoring
 Membership of selection committees

Community and outreach
 Holding of office in professional 

associations
 Conference organisation
 Journal reviewing
 Mentoring research students
 Community seminars and workshops

Portfolio extract 2

My most significant contribution to both 
these working parties was my development 
of a learning framework for students and 
supervisors composed of a vision statement, 
principles to enact this vision, key learning 
areas, attributes and outcomes, and a 
process to achieve these outcomes (Tab 4.1, 
p. 29). The unique value of this framework 
is that it balances good practice in terms 
of pedagogy for postgraduate supervision 
and postgraduate student education, and 
national policy imperatives for on-time 
completion for HDR students and accredi-
tation of supervisors, to produce enhanced 
outcomes for students and supervisors 
consistent with the university’s Research and 
Research Training Management Tactical Plan 
2002–2006 (Strategies 3.1, 3.2, 3.5 & 3.7).

Feedback from chairs has recognised my 
valuable and constructive contribution to 
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the university through my committee work. 
The professionalism and experience you 
brought to the committee has enhanced the 
successful outcomes we have had from both 
the perspectives of the students and the 
supervisors. I have appreciated your input 
in decisions that have required balancing of 
the needs of both parties and the providing 
of innovative and positive outcomes while 
maintaining academic rigour.

Two stories
The two stories on the following pages throw 
further light on the preparation of portfolios 
for promotion. They come from the transcripts 
from two interviews and offer a fuller picture 
of the complex process of putting together an 
academic promotion application.

Promotions story 1

I will describe what I did for my senior 
lectureship application. There were the 
three areas that had to be addressed, 

the teaching, the research, the community 
practice, and there was a page limit for 
the overall application. And then you could 
support that with your evidence. So the 
application itself was like a meta view of 
things, and in there was my philosophy, my 
approach to teaching. And then there was 
the list of the activities that I had actually 
been involved in. And I also then referred 
to an appendix for details. But it was like, I 
have been teaching on this program, or I was 
responsible for the whole of the coursework 
program, those sorts of lists of responsibilities. 
And then I went down to, I think it was more 
like the critical reflection on how I go about 
my work that I gave feedback on my work 
and examples, these are the sort of feedback 
I have been getting and refer them through 
to maybe a summary of evaluations. And I 
picked out a couple of instances to show that 
I am critically reflective, and in this instance I 
got this feedback and then I change it, and 
this is how I changed it, and this is moved in 
my direction. So it was that sort of approach, 
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and then where I could, I would say how it 
had been informed by the work that I was 
doing across the organisation or how the 
work I was doing in relation to research was 
informing my practice.

Interviewer: So you then made links to other 
criteria?

I did, yes. And I think probably I was pretty 
strategic in this and I think I probably made 
the research the foundations of all that 
and said this is my research, and this is 
my research interest and did it in relation 
to the institutional type research and 
then my personal interest research. And 
then mentioned how that was informed 
by practice. And then providing the list of 
publications, which were once again in an 
appendix. But I referred to them. It wasn’t 
just like putting the appendix there and say, 
here’s the evidence, it was very much referring 
people to the evidence and integrating it in. 
And the same with the community outreach. 
And we were allowed to on this, we were 
allowed to submit our three or four best 
publications, we could actually put that in a 
little hard box as evidence, or any other bits 
or pieces we wanted in the box of evidence. 
It was a massive process.

Promotions story 2

Telling a persuasive story 

I see preparation of a teaching portfolio 
as preparing a persuasive or convincing 
story, and it’s a story that has to 

integrate. 

So there are three or four parts to the story, 
and the three essential parts are: this is 

what I am trying to achieve as a teacher, and 
this is why I think these are important things 
to achieve. You might conceive that as my 
strengths or my aims or whatever but I will 
give you the long version. This is what I am 
trying to achieve, and essentially, why I think 
it is important to achieve. The second part 
can’t be forgotten ideally. Then, concrete 
examples of how I go about it to make it 
really concrete, this is how I try to do it. And I 
think when those examples are concrete they 
act as evidence because, you know, without 
an example you are just making a claim. If 
you have an example, it’s a form of evidence 
that you have actually done it, so it’s not just 
an example. And then there’s the evidence 
of success, how you can select something 
and use that. And what I say and what I 
believe is, in the area of teaching, when you 
look at the variety of people who are going 
to be looking at your portfolio, using it now 
for summative purposes, and meaning the 
document I prepare, there will be more than 
one person looking at it, they will be coming 
from different perspectives, and they will 
have different ideas. 

So no one piece of evidence will ever be 
convincing. So it’s a combination of the 
evidence that they tell a coherent story, and 
it’s that the evidence, you know, which is part 
three of your portfolio matches part one and 
two. So you have got this integrated story 
again, so it’s in the coherence. So if I put in an 
e-mail from a student saying you were great, 
that’s not very convincing. What makes it 
convincing is the kinds of things that make 
a story coherent, for example—if I say that 
one of my aims as a teacher is to transform 
people’s view of what learning means, of 
what teaching and learning can mean, then 
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an e-mail that says, your course was great, 
it was so organised and structured I knew 
where I was at any one point in time, is of 
no value to me because it doesn’t relate to 
my aims. But one that says, my mind was 
opened and teaching took on a whole new 
world to me, that’s evidence. And in itself it’s 
no stronger than any other evidence, but 
because it links directly to the claim you made, 
and that’s what I talk about being convincing 
and persuasive. I prefer those words; you 
are telling a persuasive story rather than 
presenting hard objective evidence. Even 
a standard questionnaire evaluation you 
can tear to bits if you want to. No one is 
convinced. No ordinary academic, and the 
people on promotions panels are ordinary 
academics and probably not educational 
developers, are convinced of the reliability 
and validity of most ‘objective’ evidence. 

So I think it’s not in the quality of the evidence, 
of any individual item of evidence, but 
the mixture, and that it supports the story 
you are telling. Okay, they are the three 
essential components, now there is a fourth 
more optional component. Not optional for 
me, but for other people, and that is … so you 
have got what you are trying to achieve; 
how you go about it; the evidence that you 
have been successful; and then there’s how 
you are going to improve it to make it even 
better. 

I am putting my best foot forward here; this 
is an application for promotion. I do this, I do 
that, I was an instigator in this, I was a leader 
in that. Now we get into the strategic writing 
and so after my draft, I would very much go 
through looking specifically for language 
that makes clear what my role was. For 

instance, I could write in our Graduate 
Programs we are careful to always have a 
comparative benchmark peer review session 
twice a year. Now when you write like that 
it means that you are taking part in it but it 
doesn’t convey that it was your idea, or that 
if you didn’t keep pushing it, it would fall off 
the agenda. It’s very easy to spontaneously 
write like that. I literally read through looking 
for when I haven’t made clear what was 
my contribution, where I have undersold my 
contribution. 

Interviewer: Can we talk about community 
service?

Well it’s always an iffy thing … everything I do 
is service. I might write it up as teaching or as 
service, it depends on the story I was telling. 
Now you are looking at something that I 
don’t think of as being part of my portfolio so 
much as part of my CV. So I distinguish that. 
So I might do a portfolio kind of CV or I might 
do a CV with a separate portfolio, depending 
on what’s its for, you know, applying for a job 
as I have had to do. (25:02:00) Like to Oxford, 
or promotion, or whatever. Or putting stuff 
together to apply for the journal editorship, 
you know, so even though I have been here 
for along time I applied for the lecturing 
position so I still had to do all that stuff. 
Every time people ask for different things, 
and sometimes all they want is a CV, you 
know, and a page addressing it, and if you 
send them something that is a portfolio and 
it’s not what they asked for, they might not 
be expecting it. So preparing a portfolio 
isn’t always to your advantage, because if 
it looks bizarre then I will do portfolio things 
in the CV. Whereas if I can write a separate 
portfolio I will keep the CV really factual.
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Okay, consultations. Because I would write 
one paragraph about them [to document 
the consultation], it meant that when I went 
to prepare my promotion application, I could 
actually go through and count how many 
hours I had spent in the last five years on 
average. So on average I have this many 
consultations, taking up these kinds of hours, 
and they cover these kinds of topics, and I 
was able to make a whole paragraph about 
it. And I think in one that went entirely on 
my teaching, and in another it went into 
service, which we called administration, 
but administration is service. So I created a 
category called staff mentoring and I said, 
these are ways in which I responded to some 
forty or fifty request per year for advice and 
assistance from academic staff. About half of 
these relate to career management issues, 
the other half relate to teaching advice. 
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